A new mechanism of sound generation in songbirds
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ABSTRACT Our current understanding of the sound-generating mechanism in the songbird vocal organ, the syrinx, is based on indirect evidence and theoretical treatments. The classical avian model of sound production postulates that the medial tympaniform membranes (MTM) are the principal sound generators. We tested the role of the MTM in sound generation and studied the songbird syrinx more directly by filming it endoscopically. After we surgically incapacitated the MTM as a vibratory source, zebra finches and cardinals were not only able to vocalize, but sang nearly normal song. This result shows clearly that the MTM are not the principal sound source. The endoscopic images of the intact songbird syrinx during spontaneous and brain stimulation-induced vocalizations illustrate the dynamics of syringeal reconfiguration before phonation and suggest a different model for sound production. Phonation is initiated by rostrad movement and stretching of the syrinx. At the same time, the syrinx is closed through movement of two soft tissue masses, the medial and lateral labia, into the bronchial lumen. Sound production always is accompanied by vibratory motions of both labia, indicating that these vibrations may be the sound source. However, because of the low temporal resolution of the imaging system, the frequency and phase of labial vibrations could not be assessed in relation to that of the generated sound. Nevertheless, in contrast to the previous model, these observations show that both labia contribute to aperture control and strongly suggest that they play an important role as principal sound generators.

The study of vocal communication in songbirds makes significant contributions to various biological disciplines (1, 2) and provides inspiration to related areas, such as linguistics (3, 4). However, unlike the case in human speech (5), the physical mechanism of phonation in birds is poorly understood (6–7).

Sound production in songbirds is commonly believed to involve a constriction of the bronchial lumen by the lateral labium (LL), which, when combined with high subaerinal air sac pressure and increased air velocity, induces vibrations of the medial tympaniform membranes (MTM) by Bernoulli forces and pressure differences. Support for this interpretation was provided by direct observation of vibrations of the MTM in the excised syrinx during artificially induced sound production (8), indirect anatomical and physiological observations (8–17), acoustic analyses (10, 18), simple syringleal models (18), and theoretical accounts (19–23). Detailed analyses of the vocal mechanism in non-songbirds (24–29) also provided a framework for the development of this classical model of songbird phonation. However, unlike the case in non-songbirds (25–27), the predictions of this model for songbirds never have been tested by manipulation of the presumed sound generators, the MTM.

Here we report the results of experiments in which the MTM were surgically disabled. Furthermore, we studied the intact songbird syrinx in situ by filming it through a fine endoscope during sound generation. A similar approach with the less complex syrinx of a non-songbird, the pigeon (Columbia livia), revealed a different model of phonation for that species (30). However, in pigeons, vocalizations were artificially generated by injecting gas into the air sac system. To study natural vocalizations in songbirds, the endoscopic technique had to be applied in birds that either spontaneously generated sounds or were induced to vocalize by electrical brain stimulation. The results of this research clearly show that the classical model of songbird phonation has to be revised.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Surgery. A hand-raised female American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos) was used to study spontaneous vocalizations, and wild-caught male birds (three Northern cardinals, Cardinalis cardinalis, and four brown thrashers, Toxostoma rufum) were used to study brain-stimulated vocalizations. The crow was anesthetized with isoflurane to expose the trachea 2–3 cm below the glottis. A small opening was cut into the ventral side of the trachea by partially removing a tracheal cartilage. During recording, the crow was awake, wrapped in cloth, and fitted with a combined collar and beak holder made of Plexiglas to avoid damage to the fiber scope. For acute brain stimulation experiments, the birds were anesthetized with chloropent (i.m. injections of 3.9 μl/g and 3.6 μl/g for thrashers and cardinals, respectively), and the trachea was opened as in the crow. In addition, one of the thoracic air sacs was cannulated by inserting a flexible tube (Dow Corning, type 508-005), which was connected to a piezoresistive pressure transducer (Fujikura, type FPM-02PG).

The MTM were fully disabled in four male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) and three male cardinals. After recording of control song, birds were anesthetized with isoflurane, and the syrinx was exposed by opening the interclavicular air sac. The MTM were penetrated with the fine tips of a pair of forceps, which then were opened repeatedly with different orientation, tearing them across their entire width. The air sac membrane then was closed with surgical suture and tissue adhesive. All birds resumed singing within 2 days, and song was recorded between 1 and 5 days after the surgery. Because it was impossible to visualize the cranial and dorsal portions of the MTM during the surgery, birds were sacrificed at the end of the experiment and dissected by an independent observer to determine the extent of damage to the MTM. Experiments were included in this study only if the MTM on both sides were fully ruptured and withdrawn to the perimeter of cartilaginous...
attachment, i.e., the entire area previously covered by the membrane was replaced by a hole.

**Call Generation.** Spontaneous crow calls were induced by verbal stimulation or tongue clicks. In cardinals and brown thrashers phonation was induced by placing the bird in a stereotaxic apparatus, making a small opening in the skull, and stimulating the left high vocal center through bipolar tungsten electrodes (Grass stimulator, type S88, and SIU5 isolation unit, Grass Instruments, Quincy, MA) with pulse trains (1 ms pulse duration, 1–5 s train duration, 0.1 mA intensity, and 60–100 Hz pulse repetition rate).

**FIG. 1.** Elimination of the MTM as a vibrating sound source does not mute birds and does not prevent them from producing nearly normal song. The song motif of a zebra finch remains intact after large holes were made into the left and right MTM, fully encompassing both. Song is shown spectrographically before (a) and 1 day after (b) the MTM were incapacitated as sound sources. Similarly, when both MTM were fully torn in a cardinal, preoperatively recorded syllable types (c) were sung nearly intact 1 day after the surgical removal of the MTM (d). In both species small changes in the acoustic fine structure of song, especially in harmonic emphasis, may be caused by the loss of the MTM, but surgical effects, such as fluid build-up and the sealing of the interclavicular air sac membrane with tissue adhesive, cannot be ruled out as possible causes.

**FIG. 2.** (a) Configuration of the syrinx during quiet breathing in a frontal section (schematic). B3, B4, third and fourth bronchial ring; P, ossified pessulus; T, trachea; T1, first tracheal ring. (b) In the phonatory position the syrinx is moved rostrad and the bronchi are stretched (indicated by arrows), which, in concert with activity of the dorsal syringeal muscles, causes both labia to move mediad. LL is pushed into the lumen by B3, which presumably is rotated by dorsal muscle activity and also moved mediad by syringeal stretching. Movement of ML presumably is mediated by a thin, cartilaginous extension from the ventral end of B2 (not illustrated). (c) The dome-shaped phonatory position of the crow syrinx lacking an ossified pessulus. (d) The “classical model” of the phonatory position postulates constriction of the syrinx by the LL and vibrating MTM (redrawn after refs. 7 and 11).
stimulation trains, and air sac pressure were recorded on a multichannel recorder (Metrum, Denver, CO, type RSR 512). For data analysis, recordings were digitized (Data Translation, Marlboro, MA, type DT-2821-G) with a sample rate of 40 kHz (playback at half speed) and analyzed with SIGNAL version 3.0 software (Engineering Design, Belmont, MA). Angioscope and microphone output were recorded on a videocassette recorder (Panasonic, type AG-W1-P, NTSC, 30 frames per s, shutter speed 1/50 s) with the sound channel being used for synchronizing video images with Metrum recordings. Video segments were digitized (Vincent PCI board and Media100 software, Data Translation) on a Power Macintosh 9500 computer and imported to software packages Photoshop version 3.0 or Corel version 5.0 for preparation of figures. Biomechanical aspects of the syrinx were verified by inspecting dissected specimens, and anatomical information was derived from microscopic frontal sections of a brown thrasher syrinx.

RESULTS

Despite full incapacitation of both MTM, zebra finches and cardinals readily vocalized. Although the vocalizations generally were produced at a lower intensity, calls and song remained nearly intact (Fig. 1). Notable acoustic changes include a slightly lower fundamental frequency in some syllables in the zebra finch and reduced intensity of high-frequency components as well as more prominent second harmonics in the cardinal. However, it is not clear whether these changes are a direct result of the elimination of the MTM, the possibly reduced tension on the medial labia, or other effects of the surgical procedure. This experiment clearly indicates, however, that the MTM are not necessary for sound production and thus are not the principal sound-generating structures in the songbird syrinx.

The visual images of the vocal organ during sound production in three songbird species show the phonatory position of the syrinx (Fig. 2). In preparation for phonation, both sides of the syrinx undergo reconfiguration that is similar for spontaneous and brain-stimulated vocalizations in all three species (Figs. 3 and 4). The vocal organ is drawn cranially, probably by action of the tracheolateralis muscles. The result is that the free bronchial semi-rings of the syrinx are pulled apart along the rostro-caudal axis, the MTM and associated connective tissue are stretched, and suprasyringeal tracheal rings are drawn closer together. At the same time the ML and lateral labia (LL), which are loose connective tissue masses, are moved into the bronchial lumen, thereby forming a valve. LL is moved by rotation and mediad movement of the third bronchial semi-ring, whereas the cartilage tensor, a ventro-medial extension of the second bronchial semi-ring (10), may mediate movement of ML. In thrashers and cardinals, the labia also move cranially with respect to the semilunar membrane (SM) (Fig. 2a and b), but in the crow the SM moves in concert with the labia. This difference can be attributed to the absence of an ossified septal ossification and lack of structural support in the crow (15) (Figs. 2a and c and 4). The excursion of the LL into the bronchial lumen is larger than that of the ML, and during full closure (adduction) it obstructs between about 60% and 85% of the lumen. These movements are caused by activity of syringeal muscles because low-intensity brain stimulation can reconfigure the syrinx without the generation of positive air sac pressure. Normally, however, build-up of subsyringeal pressure occurs simultaneously with syringeal reconfiguration and may contribute to the rostral movement.

Brain stimulation-induced (thrasher and cardinal) as well as spontaneous (crow) phonation is never observed unless both sides of the syrinx are constricted simultaneously and the luminal edges of the ML and LL of each side make contact along the dorso-ventral axis. When sound is produced, the labial folds vibrate at low amplitude. However, the low tem-
The endoscopic recordings also reveal details about amplitude control. Low volume sounds are generated when contact between the LL and ML is restricted to the dorsal part of the syrinx where the apparent vibrations occur. The incompletely adducted ventral part probably allows air to escape unmodulated. Increasing sound intensity is accompanied by more complete closure of the syrinx, a larger cranial deflection of the labia, and increased subsyringeal pressure (Fig. 5). During high-intensity calls in the crow the labia of both sides of the syrinx and the SM form a dome projecting cranial into the trachea (Figs. 2c and 4). This general observation about sound intensity also applies to amplitude modulation (AM). In thrashers, vocalizations elicited by brain stimulation frequently are characterized by marked regularly repeated AM (oscillatory AM). This amplitude modulation is accompanied by slight retraction (abduction) of the ventral part of the LL, and possibly also of the ML, on the right, but not on the left, side of the syrinx. As seen in a syllable with 100% modulation (Fig. 5) even a slight opening of the airways is sufficient to reduce sound amplitude to zero, presumably by causing a significant amount of air to bypass the vibrating structures. This reduction in syringeal resistance also is reflected in a decrease in air sac pressure. Interestingly, oscillatory AM was found to be a common feature of spontaneously produced thrasher song and usually was generated by modulating airflow through the right side of the syrinx (31).

**DISCUSSION**

With these direct images of the oscine syrinx during spontaneous and brain stimulation-induced vocalization, events leading to phonation can be described clearly (Fig. 2a–c). The rostral movement of the vocal organ exerts tension and thus stretches the elastic tissues, including the MTM, of the bronchial area and rearranges geometric relationships of the various cartilage components, which indirectly contribute to aperture control. This dynamic nature of the reconfiguration of the syrinx before and during vocalization illustrates clearly that many details of the complex mechanisms of sound generation in birds can be unraveled only by studying the intact vocal organ in situ.

The endoscopic observations and the observation that songbirds are able to sing without functional MTM have implications for the physical mechanism of sound generation, which are in marked contrast to previous models. Closure of the
bronchial aperture by approximation of the ML and LL, with at least partial apposition along the dorso-ventral axis, is essential for sound production. Apparent full adduction and vibrations of the labia suggest that phonation may involve opening and closing motions of the luminal edges of both labia, presumably induced by Bernoulli forces. These observations also speak against a sound production mechanism via a hole tone whistle, in which the edges of the two labia might act as turbulence-inducing lips. However, without detailed data on labial vibratory motion, a whistle mechanism, as originally proposed to explain production of pure tone vocalizations in parrots and doves (32, 33), cannot be ruled out completely.

In any case, the MTM are not necessary for sound production, although they may have a role in the fine control of acoustic structure. Thus, the present model posits the labia as the principal sound source in the oscine syrinx in contrast to the classical model, which neither attributes any role to the ML nor considers either labium as a potential vibratory structure (Fig. 2d). Only one previous study (34) proposes a model derived from acoustic analysis of myhna (Gracula religiosa) imitation of human speech that includes some of the features of the present description. Because the phonatory position and apparent sound-generating mechanism is similar in all three investigated species, representing members of three songbird families, we suggest that this model is likely to be the basic mechanism of sound generation in all songbirds, and it also shows parallels to non-passerine species (30, 35, 36). Moreover, the observed phonatory configuration in songbirds may be analogous to that of the human vocal folds, suggesting that the mechanisms of sound generation also may be similar despite many differences in the detailed anatomy of the vocal organ in birds and humans (5).
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